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Traditional communication isn't
enough: Use entertainment
education to fight Ebola
October 30th, 2014

by Andrea J. Simon
The World Health Organization declared the
2014 outbreak of Ebola in Africa an
extraordinary event. Experts at the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
cite crisis communication as critical in
stemming the outbreak. The Health
Communication Capacity Collaborative's
Health COMpass has made social and
behavior change communication materials
publicly available.
My organization works with healthcare providers that need or
want to change. Given human nature, what usually forces this
change is a crisis, and what could be a bigger crisis than the
Ebola virus now gripping the world's attention? How will U.S.
hospitals respond? Are they prepared? Will they learn from the
Dallas debacle, where inadequate communication as opposed to
inadequate healthcare response lead to panic, or repeat the
same mistakes?
I just returned from Dallas, the thenU.S. epicenter of Ebola,
and it was frightening. Travelers in the airport wore facemasks
and blue gloves. Conversations were all about how serious the
virus was, how poorly the staff at Texas Health Presbyterian
Hospital was prepared, and how woefully inept the CDC
protocols were. The public's storyand boy, was this a time for
storytellingwas a reflection of how the hospital had put us all
at risk because they had "blown it."
[More:]
Lessons learned: the "same old methods" aren't going
to cut it this time
What was of particular interest to me as an anthropologist
working with organizations trying to respond to this crisis, was
that our own experts weren't communicating the right
responses. Universally, they ignored the communication
methods and behavioral modification strategies used to notable
success in Africa. (Did they even investigate them?) While we
needed press conferences and spin management, it was going
to take more than traditional media to work this time.
With today's communication tools readily available, the Ebola
conversation has taken offand you as a healthcare facility
need to quickly craft responses that inform, and calm, the
populace. If you don't get it right, people will respond like they
did in Dallas: With panic (fleeing the city) or anger (serious loss
of faith in Texas Health Presbyterian).
Solutions to success
Through theater and storytelling, entertainment education
successfully communicates the Ebola message in Africaand
could work in the U.S.
I point you to two excellent blog postings from Harvard
Business Review, "Managing Ebola Will Take Powerful
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Communication" and World Bank's "How to Stop Ebola â€” and
the Next Outbreak." What they stress is the critical need for
social and behavior change communication in communities
dealing with or anticipating Ebolanot just in West Africa but
around the world.
What's different? The use of entertainment education to get
people to change their current behaviors and attitudes. To
teach concepts such as hand washing and not to bathe the
bodies of the dead, ageold communication vehicles (vs. high
tech modern ones) are the most effective: Street theater,
puppet shows, skits, songs and doortodoor outreach that do
not depend on the ability to read or access to TV or the
Internet. (Where available, contemporary communication
vehicles are also used, such as text messaging via mobile
phones.)
Emphasizing how valuable entertainment education is at
communicating health messages, Susan Krenn, director of
Johns Hopkins Center for Communication Programs, stated in a
CNN article: "One of the beauties of entertainment education is
that your reach is phenomenal ... you're impacting a huge
number of people." The article cites "Ebola is Real," a song
produced by UNICEF with local Liberian musicians. Not only has
the song quickly become very popular, officials believe it is
playing a significant role in transmitting critical public health
messages.
Caroline Jacoby, Senior Program Officer with JHU.CCP, also
praises the transformative behavior modification power of
entertainment education: "Shifting longheld practices and
behaviors is difficult, but once people start taking the
appropriate actions to keep themselves, their families and their
communities safe, these actions can start becoming the 'norm,'
and have an impact on lives."
Establish hospital crisis methods now so you can head off a
communications calamity before it happens. Before your
organization has an uncontrolled story running wild about how
you and your staff "blew it," I urge you to recognize this as a
crucial time to change the way you think about:
» Today's 24/7 methods of communication
» Reputation management
» News spin
» Social media
» The public's ability to tell your story, whether they know it
or not
Your hospital public relations department would do well to
evaluate and probably completely revamp its crisis
communications plans to contain a crisis (not just Ebola, but
others in the future). Your story must convey your hospital's
expertise and authority in a strong, confident way across all
modern media: Social, online, broadcast and more.
Remember, if you don't tell your story, the public will tell it for
you. Yes, there are many lessons we will learn from the Ebola
crisisnone that can wait too long for us to learn them.
Andrea J. Simon, Ph.D., is a former marketing, branding and
culture change senior vice president at Hurley Medical Center in
Flint, Michigan. She also is president and CEO of Simon
Associates Management Consultants.
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